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Matthew Wiswall is an assistant professor of economics at New York University and faculty affiliate at NYU's Steinhardt School of Education, Institute for Education and Social Policy, and Institute of Human Development and Social Change. Dr. Wiswall earned his Ph.D. in economics in 2005 from the University of California-Los Angeles and specializes in applied microeconomics and applied econometrics. Dr. Wiswall has conducted research on teacher employment policy, job training, gender differences in education and labor market outcomes, and family influences on child development. His research on teacher employment policies received a Spencer Foundation fellowship. His research on job training was awarded pre-dissertation and dissertation fellowships from the Institute for Labor and Employment. His research on gender differences in post-secondary fields of study was awarded a grant from NYU's University Research Challenge Fund. In 2008, Dr. Wiswall was awarded an NSF grant to study gender differences in science and mathematics course-taking and performance during high school and college. Dr. Wiswall teaches advanced courses for Ph.D. students at NYU in labor economics, applied micro-econometrics, and computational methods.